High-Quality Innovative ERT/IP
Hardware and Software Solutions
Since 2000 MPT-IRIS builds and supports high-quality innovative Electrical Resistivity
Tomography (ERT) and Induced Polarization (IP) Hardware and Software Solutions,
develops new industry leading ERT/IP instruments, manufactures custom premium
surface and borehole ERT/IP cables, ERT/IP accessories and complement them with
ERTLab Studio, an advanced 2D, 3D, and 4D ERT data modeling,
processing, inversion, and management software, now in a full
3D graphical environment.
Our geophysical technology remains dedicated to resolving the subsurface resistivity
and/or IP structure, no matter if your application is 2D, 3D, 4D, surface, borehole, or
marine. We have systems for long-term monitoring and high electrode counts as well
as Multi-line and Multi-source systems. They are suited for all applications such as:
environmental, natural hazards, mining, hydrological, dams and levees, geological,
urban subsurface challenges or in another area.
Our lineup of ERT/IP instruments features the DAS-1, a truly well
established workhorse for high-electrode count ERT/IP surveys,
excelling in 3D and 4D, long-term remote monitoring applications.

Multi-Source is a breakthrough ERT/IP imaging technology using
a distributed ERT/IP system well suited for shallow exploration.
The dedicated Multi-Source system consists of 2 to 255 transceivers.
Each transceiver can act as either a transmitter or receiver and multiple units can
transmit simultaneously (US Patents US9151861B2 plus patents pending). Each MultiSource unit has its own GPS for position and timing information and a long-range ISM
band radio link. The system works in rugged terrain and around obstacles such as such
as buildings, roads, rivers, etc. prohibiting normal cable lay-outs. Extensive testing of
the units in geothermal, mining, carbon-dioxide sequestration has shown that the
system can provide superior resolution with exploration depths up to a kilometer.
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The advanced and Intelligent DAS-M system is re-imagining how
surface ERT/IP data are acquired and how surveys are conducted in
the field. This hybrid cabled/distributed system can easily work
around obstacles that do not allow for easy cable management as multiple physically
independent lines can be operated together. This multi-source capable system can
transmit on as many sources as independent lines are used increasing the currents put
in the ground, thereby increasing the depth of investigation and resolution. It features
cables with 16 electrode take-outs, four isolated receiver channels per transceiver, full
waveform recording, radio communication, GPS timing and positioning, flexible
spectral IP, and a modular design with expansion in mind.
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DAS‐M Main Unit and DAS‐M Multiplexer Unit

The advanced and Intelligent DAS-M system is re-imagining how surface ERT/IP data
are acquired and how surveys are conducted in the field. This hybrid cabled/distributed
system can easily work around obstacles that do not allow for easy cable management
as multiple physically independent lines can be operated together. This multi-source
capable system can transmit on as many sources as independent lines are used
increasing the currents put in the ground, thereby increasing the depth of investigation
and resolution. In addition, it features cables with 16 electrode take-outs, four isolated
receiver channels per transceiver, full waveform recording, radio communication, GPS
timing and positioning, flexible spectral IP, and a modular design with expansion in
mind.
Applications include 2D and 3D surface surveys with the multi-line flexibility and multisource capability in urban environments, environmental, mining, hydrological,
geological, natural hazards, and dams and levees.
The DAS-M is called M for its Modular design allowing the user to expand their system by
16 electrodes at a time by adding a multiplexer or a transceiver unit, allowing for MultiLine or Multi-Source capability. The DAS-M’s wireless communication capability allows
for collecting data across several lines without the need to physically connect them by
cables. With more main units, data can be collected on as many lines, allowing them to
be collected across barriers like busy roads or rivers.
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To take advantage of this feature a typical configuration would contain two DAS-M
transceivers units, four multiplexers, and four or five cables providing a 64 or 80
electrode capability, respectively. This gives the flexibility to either have one long 80
electrode line or two separate lines of 32 electrodes each, as shown below.
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The next generation ERT system got its
name Multi-Source from the unique feature
to transmit from multiple transceivers units
simultaneously (US Patent US 9151861 B2).
Using this feature, the system can achieve
signal levels and depths of penetration
comparable with systems that depend on
high power motor generators and can be
used to optimize the resolution of deep
targets.
The distributed Multi-Source system consists of 2 to 255 separate transceivers (not
physically connected) and is designed for shallow exploration. Each transceiver has two
receiver channels and its own 375 Watt transmitter. The transceiver has a GPS module for
location and timing, and a wireless module for communications.
What is Multisource?

Our research has shown that
manipulating the pattern of
current flow from multiple
simultaneous transceivers allows
to
manipulate
sensitivity
patterns for subsurface targets,
improving both resolution and
depth of penetration. Trials of
this cutting-edge technology
have
shown
substantial
Improvements over traditional
approaches.
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The Multi-Source system represents a new approach for performing mid-to large-scale
ERT/IP surveys. The transceivers are wirelessly connected to a central communication
module. Each transceiver can operate independently, allowing data to be collected in
places that would be inaccessible with normal resistivity systems. For example, the
transceivers can operate in urban areas, along roads, in medians, or around buildings
without running cables across roadways. The units can also be linked together to allow
traditional resistivity surveys such as Schlumberger or Wenner arrays.
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The DAS-1 is a fully autonomous multi-channel
Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT) and
Induced Polarization (IP) system that shines in
frequent long-term monitoring applications. It
has 8 independent data acquisition channels (24
Bit ADC each) and contains an independent highisolation multiplexer, capable of switching 64
inputs making accurate four-point measurements
according to a customizable schedule.
All data modes and system functions can be operated locally, or remotely under PC
control. The time-domain ERT/IP data collection mode measures at base frequencies
of 1/64 Hz to 13.5 Hz with up to 35 user assignable windows. The DAS-1 can also collect
frequency-domain ERT/IP data at base frequencies of 1/64 Hz to 5 Hz acquiring phase
and amplitude. It can collect Spectral IP data at 17 pre-assigned frequencies. As a
fourth mode, it can make Self-Potential (SP) measurements at one or more receiver
pairs with the transmitter being shut off (software control).
The robust, reliable, and world-wide established DAS-1 collects surface to surface,
surface to borehole, and borehole to borehole data for 2D, 3D, or 4D applications. It is
well suited for environmental, mining, hydrological, geological, natural hazards, and
dams and levees applications with high electrode counts. It can also be used for
marine ERT/IP data acquisition together with a dedicated marine transmitter.

The DAS-1 system easily interfaces with the
ERTLab Studio, our 2D, 3D, and 4D ERT data
modeling,
processing,
inversion,
and
management software.
It also allows 3D
topographical modeling, creation of 2D and 3D
arrays/schedules, and a powerful graphical 3D
environment for displaying resistivity and IP
models.
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The DAS-1 can be expanded by 64 electrodes at
a time, using a high-isolation multiplexer
(MUX-1 shown below), making high electrode
count possible for large-scale 3D surveys. Up to
255 MUX-1 or 16,384 electrodes can be used.
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Features include:
• Creation of 2D & 3D electrode arrays and schedules for surface, borehole, and surface-toborehole Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT) measurements
• Any array configuration
• Forward modeling (Survey Design) to simulate 2D and/or 3D Resistivity and Induced
Polarization (IP) measurements from custom generated subsurface models
• Display of sensitivity functions to analyze the effectiveness of your array and
electrode lay-out
• 3D finite-element inversion of resistivity and IP measurements
• Graphical and numerical filtering of inaccurate measurements
• Manual and automatic mesh generation for complex 3D topographic surfaces
• Customizable
• 3D visualizations of inverted models
• Creation of resistivity volumes and iso-surfaces in the same 3D scene
• Import additional graphical objects for visualization in the same scene
• .dxf files, pictures, complementary data, maps, volumes, iso-surfaces, etc.
• Many advanced quality control (QC) features throughout
• e.g. visualization of different parameters as point clouds, histograms, statistics,
custom filtering and presets, sorting of measurements by parameter, checks and
removal based on reciprocals and duplicates
• Add-on Module available for specialized 4D / Difference
Inversions
• Add-on Module available for processing Multi-Source data
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ERTLab Studio is our most Advanced Modeling and Inversion Software for all Electrical
Resistivity and Induced Polarization Tomography Needs. Its user-friendly interface will help
with 2D, 3D, or 4D geophysical ERT applications. All individual ERT modules from previous
versions are now embedded in the ViewLab 3D graphical environment that allows real
world features to be integrated with the ERT results while considering topography. This
gives the user full control of the project workflow and final visuals in one software.
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Premium
ERT Cables
MPT-IRIS Inc. manufactures high-quality custom ERT cables for surface and borehole surveys in our
manufacturing shop in Sparks, NV. We make extension or adapter cables as well as specialized
high temperature high pressure borehole cables.
We are specialized in making premium custom cables for your application. Typically, we sell 16, 18,
or 32 conductor cables with waterblock around the individual color-coded wires and use a PU
jacket. We can add a strength member as needed for deeper borehole projects. Our rugged takeout design uses stainless steel cylinders molded to the cable at each end. We can customize the
number of take-outs, their spacing, and the size of the take-out depending on your need.
Spool Handler
Our lightweight simple design allows cable transport to any
survey site. The unique dual disk system is for quick and
efficient interchangeability of spools. A large diameter spool
core maximizes the bend ratio of the cables. It can hold ~100 m
of cable with a diameter of of 8 mm or ~80 m of cable with a
diameter of 11 mm.

Other Cable Accessories
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Cable accessories include stainless steel electrodes at various
common length and diameters. For normal applications we
recommend 16” long and 3/8” diameter electrodes. Heavy duty
alligator clip leads, 1 meter lead with insulator sleeves.
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